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D E-c Is IONS
The summaries appearing before the courtdectsionspub!ished in The Vainer do norform
port of the judges' and assessors' decisions grid ore provided only as a briefsumm"ry of
the reported cases. Members ore urged not to rely on these summaries for a complete
synopsis, but to read the judgments in full.
Wrong determination of marketrent by valuer
The following summary of two recentNewSouth Wales dingly. The lessee sought a declaration from the court
that the valuation was erroneous and therefore not
Supreme Courtdecisions is reprinted from the Property
LawNewsletter, June 7990. pubffshedbyHenryDavis binding on the parties.
York, solidtors. The first case is published hereunder;
,,,,..,"e. ... -$5. . ~. A, a-*-. ^. ,*,. .,, ,.. , _ ._
the second will be included in the February 7997
~

Valuer

...

..

..-.-..

'^aVi66 regal^. ing:he u^:e:;itbe premis. ;;. s, !vias ingggeg!;,
Ih^:^6f^rinin^Iiqq*yas, Sift^in^ .b^;b6tH;.^a;6:6^:^-I, ^,,,

Two recent decisions by single judges of the New
South Wales Supreme Court illustrate problems that

justifi^d the setting aside of the determination. ,
.,- . .

The second case, ;^;estwood, ,Eine, Mart, ,(Victoria, *;
Avenue) Ply Limitedv. 06/6s Myer Limited, aiSb came :

can arise on the determination of current market rent

under rent review clauses in commercial leases.

before the court as a result of one party to a lease being

In the first case, H;ir^. Wit^,;, t^rehame Books Ply

dissatisfied with the decision of an expert valuer

!Limited v. Mid City Centi6"i'iy~"Litiiit^;I;'the relevant

appointed under the terms of the rent review clause in

premises were leased to the lessee for use as a

the lease.

bookshop. The lease provided that the premises could
not be used for any other purpose withouttbe lessor's

The facts are reasonably complicated. However, the
dispute once again arose out of the assumptions made
by the valuer in arriving at his determination.

consent.

The lease contained a standard marketreview clause

which provided that ifthe parties could not agree on the
market rent at two yearly intervals, the determination
would be made by a qualified valuer acting as an expert
and that the valuer's decision would be final and

binding. The valuer was required by the lease to have
regard to the terms. covenants and conditions of the

t The. .court .held .that. .even_. if. .the, determination . was ,.-

_ !ir^rig, it:did:fibf:follow:that'the~deter^n'atioh"w'ashOt""

'~ 6^ding, .}!pQn*, the. ,baiti6S, ;^Provid;;a, ,. tl{^j, rifle, valuee, ..
6^'if^!i, ^'Sitit. ^;:^^I'^.::j^:^I^ti^-I^as^:!.^^jj:. ,...!!^:6'666'^;^'
^I'^f^t^jin^ti^I^nil:h^j'6^;^^ia^ideijti;a"i^asej;16vjdq.s;
Ih^I*'the '^~*^_^1:1s:d6^isi6h:Shall. be'*fihal. and:bintiingj

^'These two decisions illuS{i:it^:;therdifficulty'o1'6tia^,

lease including the restrictive use clause.
Before determining the rent, the valuer sought legal
advice as to whether he should disregard the restrictive
user clause and simply determine the rentthat could be
obtained from a hypothetical willing lessee. The valuer

Ich'gin9 an expert's rent~revi^'^^'^I^'tff, ^if6t^.'^aji^5'e'

^tabiisfi^^intrf^Ii^IYe:j^?^i'^F1h^;I^^s^}Iia:v^;.^e^n

c6m^it^^!:ii^ith\aria'!it^^'re:then lease'. provide^. that. in~^.
I^'*^6tt'^':'a'^;;teld^;j!;trill6t'be 6hallehged. .It'sh601d'b^: .

borne in'mind;however, that there may be a right of

was wrongly advised that he should disregard the

action in negligence against the valuej.

restrictive user clause and determined the rent accor-

Hornitz Grahame Books Pty Ltd
V.

Mid-City Centre Pty Ltd
(In the Supreme Court of New South Wales, Equity
plyi:510n, 5 February 7990. 80'son J. )

'n^'i^^'hese proceedings relate to rent review

provisions in a lease of commercial premises. where a
purported valuation is affected by error.

Shop P24 in the Mid. City Centre, Pitt Street. Sydney.
is occupied by the plaintiff as a bookshop under lease X
1035/9 dated 26 March 1987 and registered on 30

September 1987 which grants a term of six years

commencing on I October 1986. In the lease the
plaintiff is lessee and the defendant, under a former

name, is lessor. The lease incorporated some of the
terms in memorandum T177415, although there were

modifications. Clause 8.01 was so incorporated and it

includes the following;,.-.---- ~"

''^^RMISSI^L^'OSI:: i'he Lessee shall not use the I

demised premises or any part thereof or permit the

same to be used for any purpose other than as set
out in Item 14 of the Reference Schedule hereto
without the consent in writing of the Lessor first had
and obtained which consent may be granted or

refused or granted subject to conditions at the

absolute discretion of the Lessor ...'

31!^^"afthe Reference Schedule said "Permitted

Use Of Demised Premises: Retail Sale of Books and
other items ordinarily stocked by bookshops".
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The provisionsrelatingtorentrevieware, partly in. the The defendant's managers instituted a rent review

,, 11:1^morandUm_. and:partly, in. the'lease. .IaUSe. 3,01<6f. and by a process which did not exactly accord with the

::^Is:;^6"
""' a"eg!,.'~th^.!9.10.
' ^^^^;,^,;!'!@094-^'^"t!;;{
Hj irisHiggbecame the valuerforthe purposes of clause
;..,. Ihi^.,;.
e^$9^;,
^, Qr~g^.^^.4:,;.^!i~' ' '~',",

"""^"^'^^'
:^I:^^^;;^,^^;^^:^:-!;:^^^:^:^^;^':^:
^!;a^brad
"aC^bra^;rig.
~ ' '*~""""provi^i6rlSbft
* f "'L
1989
he
to both
toto both
parties.
After
;^^C^br^^;ri
g."**jilt"'~'~
^i^j,'^!!j!!jib;!!Ile;express
ib;!!11^^;express
provi
siorl~"'Sbft^is'Lease^
isFebrua
Lease, February
! 1989
Februarywhich
19^9which
whicdirected
hhehe directed
directed
bothaches.
parti
es.AftAfter

;Clan'$63.03,
drawnfromthelease, ismtheseje^it^! "I have determined the current annual open market
I'.. ' " rentalvalueoftheabovepremises-asatlstOctober
"Ifthe term of this Lease is in excess atto0 (2) years 1988 in the sum of $595,000 erannum ross ..." H

from the date hereofthen during the Six (6) months referred to the lessee's res onSIbilit -for increases in. -

Ceding the expiration of such period of two (2) ea, , tip"goingS and, Went On:.:'The~'. determin^lion. .therefore. ,.;:I'
serveawrittennoticeupontheLesseeadvisingthe ':;' ' .., .

amount which the Lessor considers to be the ExceptfOrthereferencetothelessee'sresponsjbjjjty

minimum annual rentforthenextsucceedjngtw0(2) for increases in outgoings the letter in which the

year. period being:16^::60_'^nt'. annual o12en markp! determination was set out contained 00 supporting

willrt;^'Ci^^^o<^ji::a^!^1116^:Le^S'e'^
; By summons
1989 the
the plaintiff
plaintiffclaims
claimsaa
76aS^I;^fifeen
1989
' ~ ' ""a willrt;^'Ci^^^o<^ji::a^!1,111h@;'Le^sei^;
' -,..*,.,--.-\,.^:'S.
-...-dated
', 2.June
of*e
.a666dfif6Ta7j^:@'666', 7111"a'!@:I^!, I!^^is't6t@^,*Qe. in!^^^; ary 1989 in purported exercise of a function under the

"'::'^i""^,^i:-^^.^^;;-' 4:7;^^:!^^;;!I';^!!;Sin^^^I^^!^^!j; lease is not binding on the parties to the lease.

*,',,*_ ' ~ .~.*,.,,"%'*: , ,.;:,,..*.,*<-=".*,-',$ us, ~ "~.-.--- I.

^aji:d-condtionSat:this
Lease^'-! F1isputedthatMrHiggins'j^itiatjgr!SEjs. correct, .if. the-I
I have emphasised some significant words. ;restriction astouserisdisregard6dfiiwasan under--,
gin^1156 :3.04 is in the memorandum but was modified

by the'lease and as modified is in these terms:

"The Lessee within a period of twenty-one (21) days
after receipt of the said notice from the Lessor may
give a written notice to the Lessor stating that the
Lessee does not agree that the amount nominated by
the Lessor is the current annual open market rent. If

the Lessee does not give the said notice within the
time and in the manner referred to in this, Lease then

31^h;a!I-q^:^;t^. g*:!!!!nil^!!in, :e^noval Rent or*tfi^*^:je^j. .*

13^ii^I;^darngjj^!6176^1:1^^1001/1 '
;*clauses. 05 is drawn from the Memorandum add is^'n
se terms:

"If the Lessee gives the notice referred to in the
preceding Clause then the question shall be referred
for the decision of a qualified valuer to be agreed
upon by the Lessor and the Lessee or(in the event of

failure so to agree) to a qualified valuer selected by
the Lessee from a panel nominated by the Lessor of
three (3) qualified valuers carrying on practice in New
South Wales or if no valueris selected by the Lessee
within fourteen (14) days after the panel has been
nominated by the Lessor or if no such valuer can be
obtained who is willing to carry out the said valuation
a qualified valuer appointed by the President or other

the principal officer for the time being of the
Australian Institute of Valuers (or should such Institute then have ceased to exist of such body or
association as then serves substantially the same

objects as such Institute) acting as an expert and not
as an arbitrator and the decision of such qua\!^d

valuer(Ihcludihg any decision as to the costs of such
determination) shall accordngly be fihaland bihdihg
on the pain'es to this Lease. "
Once again I have emphasised some significant
words

lying assumption on which the whole case was

conducted that the question is important and that a

different rental value would be produced, having regard

to market conditions, it the restriction on user were*a, ;

I~PIO^Sjon
of the hypotii^'ti6^1'1^15^';;'in^^'a*I^the'ii^jinft:;'
-;^xefoise.
.. ,;~. v. .. -

The plaintiff tendered a body of evidence relating to
Mr Higgins' underlying reasoning to the admission of
which the defendant's counsel objected. I admitted this
material into evidence subject to objection, a course
which I rarely take but which I regard as appropriate in
this case because it appeared to me that I would not be
able to decide the objection except when disposing of
the main questions in the case. Passages dealt in this
way were paras 12 to 16 of Mr S. G. Hill's affidavit of 12

July 1989, para 2 of his affidavit of 2 August 1989 and
Annexure G to that affidavit. and Exhibit C. The
passages under objection are not otherwise contentious, and if admitted I would find the facts in
accordance with them

Their effect is as follows. While Mr Higgins had the
.reference before him. he--told Mr Hill that he was

,,,,,........
g .., .,,. ... ..,.,, I'
Later Mr Higgins told Mr Hillthat he had received legal
advice from Messrs Moore and Bevins, solicitors, "...

that the restrictive user clause should be disregarded
by me in making my valuation'". Mr Hill challenged this
and asked for a copy and later received a copy of the
letter of advice; the copy Annexure G is before me

subjectto objection. Mr Higgins told Mr Hill: "Bearing in
mind the advice which I have received. I am now in a
. .,,

position to determine the rent

In another conversation Mr Hill asked Mr Higgins to
put words in the decision stating that he had based the
decision on the advice received. and also stated that

the plaintiff wished to dispute the advice and the
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valuation. Mr Higgins said: "I am not prepared to do a

speaking valuation because litigation invariably arises if
you do. I am an expert and my decision will be
binding. " He also said: "I have had legal advice and
have to rely on it in the absence of anything else. The
evidence on which I am basing my figures relates to
user without restriction. "

Exhibit C is a file note from Mr Higgins' file dated
"2189". Mr Higgins' file. was produced on subpoena
and so far as the evidence shows the file note was not

communicated by him to anybody;its contents seem to
show that it was prepared by him to record his thoughts
as he worked on his valuation. It includes this state-

valuation exercise. In f^"E^I^!1:31^at^:'6^i^^nycas6 the
appellant's arguments seems to have taken this POSi-

tion as an assumed starting point and to have de-

ve!oped its position from there to a conclusion which
the terms of its lease would riotsupport. _.,

geta?Fib'fist'^ !'6, ^:,^, a'^:, 6 ^ .bj^ ^!^;iset:^ in^:^!^"I

if8?"'86'in'61^^ 'CSfi';fi't6;61^f^e^es. "'I^""^ gpjniqn"i^^,-

'*'decision'of the Court of Appeal in If'^\;:a^t; ; ^;^;it '
^ basis for the advice which the solicitors founded on it,
nothwithstanding similarities which can be perceived in

,,,,,._ ,, , , ^:%?^j^;;';.;I^:j, ^^ and^^re. Tha^^^^^^^^. re*^^camof^,,, al

4'6i^"dig'i^^'^'fa^a~aria that whatis to be determined is ; Contained
internal inconsistenci^s which the Court of
Appeal resolved in a matter which I would not doubt
'the current annual open market rental value of the
demised premises based on a lease between a

willing lessor and a willing lessee granted with vacant
possession and taking no account of any good will
atIributable to the demised premises by reason of

any trade or business carried on therein by the
lessee and in all other respect (except as to rent

payable) on the terms, covenants and conditions of
the lease. "

In the letter of advice Messrs Moore and Bevins
referred to the decision of the Court of Appeal of New

South Wales in Bums . Philo. .Hardware - Urnited*v. :,

Howard Chia Ply '17/1t6d{1987) 8 NSWLR 642 and the'!
conclusion reached there. They said:

"However, the rent review clause in the Bums Phili
Hardware case and the UK authority supp6rting that
view differ from the clause now in question since this
lease requires a determination of the rental based on
a lease granted with vacant possession and having

no regard to the goodwill of the business carried on. "
The solicitors regarded the lease considered in ,The; ,

Aaw Land Company Ltdv. Consumers Association"tftJ' ?
(1980) 253 Estates Gazette Law Reports 61 7 as similar,

almost identical to the relevant parts of clause 303.

In Burns Philp Hardware Ltdv. Howard Chia Ply Ltd

was correct but which was closely related to the
unsatisfactory terms of that document which Lord
Templeman, then Templeman LJ, described, with
pungent phrases, as "roughly stitched together"
The lease in that case contained a definition of
market rent as

"the yearly rent at which the demised premises, fully
repaired in accordance with the provisions of the
lease, might reasonably be expected to be let in the
open market with vacant possession by a willing
lessor for the then remainder of the term thereby

granted without taking a premium, and subject to the
provisions of the lease other than the rent thereby
reserved, there being disregarded any of the tenant's
goodwill and any of the tenant's improvements. " to
61 7)

There is a fairly gross anomaly between these expressions and another covenant by which
"... the tenants covenanted not without the prior
written consent of the landlord to use or permit the
demised premises or any part therecf to be used
other than as offices of the Consumers' Association

and its associated organisations. "
As there could be no open market and there could

(1987) 8 NSWLR 642. a rentreview clause required the

hardly be any market at alit this restriction had to be

assessment of a market rent - "the then curren\

assumed to be in effectthe Court of Appeal treated the

annual market rent of the premises". It was accepted
by the Court of Appeal and so far as appears was not
disputed by a party that in determining the current

restriction on user as relating not to the Consumers'
Association but to the hypothetical tenantto whom the
premises were to be let in the open market for the
purpose of the valuation exercise.

annual market rent. it should be assumed that the

property was to be leased on the market on the terms of

In relation to the difficult document before the Court

the lease between the existing parties, which included
a term whereby the lessee could not use the premises

of Appeal this conclusion commands respect; but it is
not readily applicable to any other document. In

otherwise than as a hardware store withoutthe lessor's

consent. Mahoney JA said at 644:
"Therefore, in my opinion. what is referred to by the
review clause is whatthe relevant prospective lessee
would pay forthe lease of the premises on the terms
of and for the term remaining for the lease in
question. "

PriestIey JA at 659 addressed a question of alleged
waiver by the lessor on a basis which shows that it was

particular it establishes 66::U16 for the present lease, in

..!!hicb the, restrictipj!*w8^la'h':^;6^67ate to restrict'uset
.. .- ...,~.-.~,.~,...*',...',.'^~'~'~^...,~. ~ ~ ..",.',.^'.~

xi'1,166hsiSf6Tjj'WitfT'ascertaining'Ih'^:errrietit annual open a
" market 'lent^F\I^jib^;!a^tilted^S'jt*is in"clause 3.01. '
Disregard of the goodwill attributable to the plaintiff's
bookshop business carries no implication requiring
modification of the covenant restricting user to retail

assumed that in the absence of waiver the restriction on

sale of books.

user was to be taken into account.

In my opinion the advice given by Messrs Moore and
Bevins to Mr Higgins. was. ,erroneous and the correct ,

I see these judgments as providing a valuable
illustration rather than any authoritative expression of
judicial opinion. The illustration is clear and strong in
favour of treating the restriction as applicable in a

.'

'*

'

^".*.^,,~'."'~

16'^'^'^17'in'ill^'hy^dineti6alle'ase. As the question must
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,.~,..

..

-

.

.^^11^91!reSSed anew;toL, .ea9!:,,!ease!^be^, degj$ion, ,03, ;hetg j;Wrong grope@y; he has valued according to a lease $'
' orthj. 66nsi6n. the'a^at0 16^"^^i'^"~661hj6jjjjj'~'6'6",' $^:\~.- ,

b,_"' a.
-. "-;^@d!390e!;21!.
";I^!, 03519WhiCh'to'L.ifeofAg.
- facewiththeviewsexpressedbyMCHughJAin^;^^^I!st!:allaLtdv. A. Hudsonpty;. Lid. :,.
Mr Sackville, the defendant's counsel. did not '#fi^'^Sl't'*~N:;'WE^I^^'^.:"^ha parti6ularly the o^i^ion' $'

present any arguments which would support Messrs
Moore and Be vins' advice; the presentation of his case
did not require him to deal with that matter as according
to his case it is irrelevant whether or notthe advice was
correct.

expressed, after a lengthy review of earlier authorities,
at 3350 to 336F. Mr HeIy pointed to MCHugh JA's
contemplation of a mistake which appears 10 me to be

very similar to the mistake under debate now at 331C
as:

In my finding the letter of 14 February 1989 is Mr
Higgins' decision; this is obviously the only available
finding ifthe material under objection were rejected, but
looking at the matter as ifit were admitted in evidence I
would make the same finding. The decision was
expressed in a single document. although the valuer
was not required by the parties' agreement to give his

decision in writing or in that manner;'Nothing. contained'

I^}WiserVras;. MrHiggin. SLdet6, initial10h;pr. part of^is

' uet6rfnih^jibn}*fibr"61aS'anyof it intohded s6'to be; fior
was Messrs Moore and Bevins' advice incorporated in
the determin^fibn. '

..

... the mistake which Ithink occurred when the

valuer considered other uses of the premises. In that
case the valuer did not answer the question which
was referred to him because his assessment was not
' ' be . ,:",, ',..*~., 4. .,..,.,., ., .. A. ,.,.,,.,.,,... ,

vimistake;Tf it' be'^i' This'take:'i'he '61/1yf. mr^tan';;"relied'
upon, therefore, is one which involves a mistake as

to the process of valuation. The question is whether a
mistake of that class is sufficient to avoid a valuation?',

To my reading. the rest of MCHugh JA's judgment
was not closely directed to mistakes of the class not

To a limited extent the decision of Mr Higgins was a

;"Speaking" decision; that is to say, it contained
internally an explanation or statement of the reasons for
the decision, but that only related to part of the
reasoning relating to outgoings and had no bearing
whatever on the matter which is under challenge before
me as allegedIy an error
Mr He Iy QC for the plaintiff made submissions to the
following effect. It was submitted that in fixing the rent
the valuer considered a hypothetical lease which did
.

relied on; yet it may be right to understand him as
having expressed views in terms which may refer to
that class.

In applying views expressed jinLegal and General
Life Australia Ltd v. A. Hudson Ply"Ltd, '~it is of course
importantto remember that although all members of the

Court of Appeal concurred in the order, Mahoney and
PriestIey JJA did not concur in the observations of
MCHugh JA. Mahoney JA's decision apoears to have
been dictated by his view that there was a lack of

not contain a restriction on user in the terms of clause

evidence and of available conclusions as 10 what the

8.01, and that in doing this the valuer acted contrary to

valuer in fact did in reaching his valuation; see 321.

the express provisions of clause 3.03. For this reason

the valuer did not determine the question referred to
him and his valuation was not in conformity with the
parties' agreement. It was submitted that the result was
'he same as if he had valued the wrong property.
A subsidiary contention was that it is open to a party,
who seeks to impeach the decision of a valuerto do so
on the basis of material external to the decision itself.

PriestIey JA's view was to the effect that a declaratory
order should not be made in the state of the evidence.

Further, the proceedings were not disposed of in the

Court of Appeal; the Judicial Committee disposed of

the proceedings upon the view;. that, there, .was. ", no. :*

discernible mistake in the valudii6;fit4:'}Ind56n Pfy:'^id*

,y. ,, Legal, an!!.,^eq^!^!, Ate, 617^ustraila Ltd (, 986) 61 I

Mr He Iy QC contended that it is clear as a matter of

However. in my respectful view MCHugh JA's

fact that the valuer assessed the rent on the basis of a

opinion is a most illuminating opinion in a field where
clarity is rare. MCHugh. JAPlaced. his consideration on a

hypothetical lease which contained no restriction as to
:.. user. On the assumption that the evidence under
objection is admitted this is clear and I so find.
Without the aid of the evidence subject to objection
there is no evidence that Mr Higgins' decision was
affected by any error and if I had rejected that evidence
I would not find that it was

Mr HeIy QC contended that by clause 3.03 the
question for decision by Mr Higgins is defined as

'basis of principle with these o656fvatibhs:
,

"

.~

.~-.

"In my qpinion the question. ,whether a valuation. .is;

bit^dihdqp'6hjfi6ti'^!ii^I'd^bends Ih the firstinstanC6:.

. PQn*. .e, ,. grins t;,,,.,, ,90. oraC aexpress"or implied;'

6iAPb^'al. in, Babecy. .KeriwoodManufoctunhg Co Ltd
T197'81'I~Libya's ^eport 175 at 181. "
I was taken by counsel to a number of the cases to

determination of the market rental for a lease on terms

which MCHugh JA referred but I do notthink that any

and conditions of the present lease except as to rent;

additional review of them is required. The terms in
which MCHugh JA at 335 and 336 expressed his

clause 8.01 must be included in those terms and
conditions. He then contended that it can be seen as a

matter of factthat Mr Higgins did not decide the matter
for decision; his decision is a decision on something

else, and it is not the thing by which the parties agreed
^**....~ "- . ...* ...., L, *.*.. . .,,.{._\.,_.,,... 4

f^at6 his a'ei^fini65i^h;"ahd'it'155'5if'he had valued the t

opinion are as follows

"In my opinion the ^ue, stion whether a valuation is

hinding ^pdh'till^'^^We'^'del;'6'tier^*itinletstinstance. *.:

,^^,^^,,^^.^,^^!^^^!^:d^.
,^j^,,^^,.^91.
n. ^^!*;, y, ^!^.,^!14, Carg^,!!^!^^99!!, j^, I
(at 181). A valuation obtained by^if^arc6iiti^ion"t
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can usually be disregarded even in an action at law.
For in a case of fraud or collusion the correct

conclusion to be drawn will almost certainly be that

there has been no valuation in accordance with the

terms of the contract. As Sir David Cairns pointed

out, it iseasy to. imply. a term. that a valuation must be
made honestly and impartialIy. 'It will be difficult, and

.usqally impossible, - however. to imply. a .term. that a
.Valuation can be set aside on the ground of !he
valuer. s .mistake, or. .because the valuation is. .tin-

reasonable. Tile terms of the contract usually provid6; as the lease in the present case does, that the
decision of the valuer is final and binding on the
parties'. By referring the decision to a valuer, the

parties agree to accept his honest and impartial

decision as to the appropriate amount of the va!u-

ation. They rely on his skill and judgment and agree
to be bound by his decision. It is now settled that an

action for damages for negligence will lie against a

valuer to whom the parties have referred the ques-

tion of valuation if one of them suffers loss as the
result of his negligent valuation: Sutc/^ffe v. Thackiah

.[1974] AC 727; Arenson v. Arenson 11977] AC 405.

But as between the parties to the main agreement

the valuation can stand even though it was made
negligently. While mistake or error on the part of the

valuer is not by itself sufficient to invalidate the
decision or the certificate of valuation, nevertheless,

the mistake may be of a kind which shows that the

enables the court to set aside the valuation? In my
opinion it is not of the relevant kind. There is nothing
in the contract which would enable the valuation to be

set aside on the simple ground that the valuer made a
mistake. Nor do Ithink it possible to imply a term to
that effect;. Godel^ Construction Ply Ltdv. -State Ratl
Authority of New South Wales (1982) 149 CLR 337.
The rent review clause makes the decision of the
valuer Vinal and binding on the parties to this lease'.
Nothing in the lease suggests that it was not to be
final and binding if it was the result of error or mistake
or was unreasonable. The decision - whatever it is
- Is to bind the parties. It is true that the valuer is
acting as an expert and not as an arbitrator'. But

those words which have been commonly used in
agreements since the Common Law Procedure Act

1854 serve the purpose of excluding the provisions
'of the Atollratibn Act1902. They avoid the necessity
for the valuerto hear evidence and the parties and to
determine judicialIy between them. They enable him
to rely on his own investigations. skill and judgment:
Re. 08wdy (1885) 15 QBD 426 at 429, 430.1ndeed
they reinforce the view that the parties, as between
themselves, rely on the honest and impartial skill and

judgment of the valuer. "

Ifind MCHugh JA's opinion persuasive and I propose

to apply It. One of the respects in which it appears to
me to state the position satisfactoriiy is that it bases the

valuation is not in accordance with the contract. A

decision on the parties' agreement and not on judge-

mistake concerning the identity of the premises to be

perceptions which may not be well applicable to the

valued could seldom. if ever, comply with the terms
of the agreement between the parties. But a valuation
which is the result of the mistaken application of the
principles of valuation may still be made in accordance with the terms of the agreement. In each case

the critical question must always be: Was the

valuation made in accordance with the terms of a
contract? If it is, it is nothing to the point that the
valuation may have proceeded on the basis of error
or that it constitutes a gross over or under value. Nor
Is It relevant that the valuer has taken into considerat10n matters which he should not have taken into
account or has failed to take into account matters

which he should have taken into account. The
question Is not whether there is an error in the

discretionary judgment of the valuer. It is whether the
valuation complies with the terms of the contract.
"Furthermore, when a party seeks the assistance of
equitable remedies to enforce an agreement to abide
by the valuation of a third party, mistake, fraud or
collusion can be a defence to the action in certain
circumstances: Coll^^rv. Mason, . Weekes v. Gallard.
Butthose equitable defences are not available when

the plaintiff seeks a common law remedy. To hold
otherwise is to become a victim of 'the fusion fallacy'

made rules or on perceptions of policy or general

terms of particular leases. I would ,Nish to be on guard

against generalisations of purported legal rules in a field

where each case should be an aoDlication oilhe terms
of an agreement between the parties to that case.
At first instance in this State earlier case law had

shown a state of judicial opinion which was not
receptive to forensic assaults on such valuat!ons; Joint
Coal Board v. Noone Pty Ltd (1984) 3 Butterworths

Property Report 9441 (Ye!dham J), and Warno Ply Ltd

v. Jewel Food Store Ply Ltd (1983) 2 Butterworths

Property Reports 9611. A similar disposition .Nas firmly
voiced by the Judicial Committee in A. Hudson Ply Ltd

v. Legal and General Life of Australia Ltd 61 ALJR at
281.

Within the terms of the opinion stated by MCHugh JA
the view expressed elsewhere that a "speaking"

valuation is open to review in respect of mistakes which

appearfrom its. own terms although not otherwise (as

was contemplated in JointCoalBoardv. Noone PlyLtd)

does not appear well based;if the effect of the parties'

agreement is that they are bound by a decision the

result, . subject to any express provision of their
agreement, follows that they are bound by the decision
whether or not it states reasons on its face, and

which Messrs Meagher QC. Gummow and Lehane
so roundly condemn: Equity, Doctrines and Reineates, 2nd ed. (1984) at 44-58. Of course, defence of

whether or notthose reasons are correct. MCHugh JA

.coin. mon law remedy is sought. Butthat is because

mistakes are such that the valuation is not in accordance with the agreement. there appears to be no
reason in principle for limiting the available factual
material to prove that there had been a mistake to the

fraud, collusion or mistake may be available when a

'the express or implied terms of the. contract permit
them. The defences of which Sir John Romilly MR

spoke in Coll^^rv. Mason were equitabie defences to
an equitable;remedy. They are not available in a
common law 'action.

"Is the mistake in the present case of a kind whicn

does not say that it is significant whether the decision is
a "speaking" decision or not. and I take this as an

indication that he did not regard it as significant. When

express terms oilhe decision. During argument I gave

examples such as that the valuer had been seen to

Inspect, measure up and make inquiries arthe wrong

property after a change in the street numbers. or had
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Inspected a property with an apparently correct street
ratherrossbtth PeSwere
difficulties of rejecting evidence extrinsic to the terms of

the valuer's determination.

What these parties agreed to be bound by in the

present case is explicitly stated in clause 305. The

differen oretoproducea
some such form as this:

be final, $!. g^,.^in^!99, gr^*!be, parties, ,did. n. ot. have that

;a"a^!.^!;!^!!\allo^;^g. hardcteriS!ic of being a ' I
p^te the answer 16 the due'stibh whether it is final and
excludinevid .Purposeof
which they agreed was to be conclusive 'ust b

that form was observed.

"What is the minimum annual rent for the next
succeeding two year period. that is to say whatis the

The

quest101^:ated. ^\;:!14C*jugh:JA to be the critical

current annual open market rental value of the

demised premises based on a lease between a
willing lessor and a willing lessee granted with vacant
possession and taking no account of any goodwill
aiributable to the demised premises by reason of
any trade or business carried on therein by the
lessee and in all other respects (except as to rent

payable) on the terms, covenants and conditions of

thislease?" '

Then clause 3.05 provides for this question to be

erred for the decision of a qualified valuer and

provides "The decision of such qualified valuer ...

shall accordingly be final and binding on the parties to

this Lease. "

Is it a question offact. to be decided upon evidence
and on the probabilities arising on that evidence

whether Mr Higgins' letter of 14 February 1989 is a

decision on that question. On its face and from its
contents it undoubtedly ism my opinion the evidence
to be admitted on that question should riot be confined
to its contents. I regard the statements in Mr Hill's
affidavits which are under objection, Annexure G and
Exhibit C, as relevant, and I admit them.

There was
on theoffacts
this caany room for
on not
e acts
thisofcase

o attempt was made, or could be made, to cast doubt
doub
ecision as to the appropriate amount. The evidence

seems to show that he proceeded in a careful and
competent manner, exemplified by the factthat where

there was a legal difficulty he took legal advice and

acted on it.

In my opinion the plaintiff is

declaration which it claims.

not entitled to the

My order is: the summons is dismissed with costs.

(The above decisibn Is sub^^ct to Crown Copyright and

reproduced on condition that the material Is notpubliShed b

any electronicEd.
or computerised Ihformation retrieval system.
)

Ifind on the probabilities that Mr Higgins acted on the

views in Messrs Moore and Bevins' letter of advice
dated 7 February 1989 that when regard is had to the
whole terms of the lease "... if a valuer on a rent
review is to determine the rent as ifthe premises were

vacant and disregarding goodwill, then it is inconsistent

to take into account the restriction on user provision"

and that Mr Higgins "... should assess the open

larket rental vaue of the premises without regard to,

"^.!^.$!jig!IQn. as to pser contained in the lease. "'^:;@91:.
. . .*..,.., .,., .\ .. A. . ,, .,_.,,;81*
~,

on the lease and its construction and not based on
some notional lease or other document from which an

r Sackville of counsel for the defendant con-

tended. the production by Mr Higgins of a nonspeaking valuation was a procedure authorised by the
terms of the parties' agreement. and in no way failed to
conform with their agreement. However. no provision

of the agreement requires the exclusion of evidence
other than material expi'essed in the determination if
the evidence is relevant to the issue whether that letter
was a determination of the question referred. In
particular, the provision that the determination should
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